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B-Camp - Online Self-Discovery Summit 

 

 

Dear Parents and Students,  

 

Warm Greetings! 

 

B-Camp, an online Self-Discovery Summit for children aged 5 to 15 invites 

students’ participation for 21 days on 21 inspiring topics and with 21 eminent 

personalities who become their educators. 

 

A brochure in this regard is attached herewith for your kind perusal. For further 

information contact +968 90628391 / info@tcieducation.com / 

www.tcieducation.com 

 

Interested students may participate in the event and benefit from the same.  

 

Stay safe, stay healthy.... 

 

 

Warm regards, 

 
Sanchita Verma  
Principal  
Indian School Sohar 

mailto:info@tcieducation.com
http://www.tcieducation.com/


PRESENTS

 5-15 yr-olds



Starting June 27th



Welcome to 

the world of discovery 
for kids!

B- Camp is an inclusive online discovery 
summit that offers children an exclusive 
experience that enables the achievement of 
skills, insights, knowledge and inspiration from 
21 different personalities and perspectives.

Genius is about the environment they are in. We 
are creating an environment for children where 
they are inspired, challenged and heard. We are 
creating a space where they really belong.



Why B-Camp?
The skills needed for future talent 
are completely different. Individuals, 
especially children, should be 
equipped with the relevant skills to 
adapt, innovate and create unique 
ideas to succeed as the future 
demands continuous, constant 
learning and adaptability to survive. 
Learnability, social skills, 
inquisitiveness, curiosity, passion, 
empathy, problem�-solving & 
challenge-taking mindset, 
resilience, and creativity are among 
the top futuristic skills.



More on B-Camp
B-Camp is a self exploration programme designed for 
children between 5 to 15 years of age. Through these 21-days, 

we aim to impart experiences from different walks of life 
covering 21 different subjects ranging from AI to Arts-not to 
master but to discover!

Live discovery summit

For 1.30 hours every day

Sessions by industry leaders, experts and passionate 
practitioners

Packed with inspiring sessions, activities and real-life 
challenges

21 unique personalities

Spread across 21 days



Meet Some of Our Inspiring 
Educators

KRISS

VENUGOPAL

BIAN LI

ANAND

NARAYANAN

MAHESH VC

Voice Artist, Actor, Author, 
Hypnotherapist, Former 
Head of Radio ME & Hit 
FM Dubai

Founder of thehungrylabs. 
Multiple�time TEDx Speaker. 
Futurist. Future�proofing 
the generation workforce, 
startups and social 
changemakers.

Award-winning 
Astrophysicist, Curator of 
'Akalangalile Prapanjam'

CTO at BookMyShow, Ex. 
Apple, Bank of America, 
Deloitte, Head of Engg. 

at Hotstar



JIJI 

THOMSON IAS

MAMTA

MOHANDAS

GOPI 
SUNDAR

JAI 

SHARMA

Author, Former Chief 
Secretary under Govt of

Kerala & DG of Sports 
Authority (SAI)

Actor, Entrepreneur, 
Influencer

Award- winning Indian 
music director, programmer, 
singer, songwriter, actor and 
performer

A National Geographic 
Certified Nature Educator,

Consultant and Trainer

Meet Some of Our Inspiring 
Educators



Some of Our Programme Topics

B-Camp offers programmes stretching from Arts and 
Literature, Artificial Intelligence and AR/ VR, History and 
Marketing to Food Journaling and Science, Space 
Science, Cyber Security, and even Fashion and Fitness!

The World of Vlogging

Lights, Camera, Action, 

Cut: The Smartphone Way

AI in Everyday Life

Icing on a Cake The Essence of Leadership

Concept to Conquer: A 
Design Thinking Workshop

Making Magnets with Clay

The Universe & Us



B-Campers 

are noticed to exhibit...


Improved interest in studies as they understand the ‘why’s of 
learning and we complement what they learn in normal classrooms

Developed a creative and enterprising mindset

Improved their interest in science and math

Improved their self learning/ learnability skills

They started loving nature and nurturing empathy

Improved imagination, curiosity, inquisitiveness, creativity, 
observation skills, social skills, challenge-taking mindset, 

& problem-solving skills.
Reduced rebellious behaviour and reduced inhibitions



B-Camp on Media



Testimonials



Thank you
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